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Abstract
Bounded tolerance graphs were introduced in Golumbic and Monma (Congr. Numer. 35 (1982)
321{331) and Golumbic et al. (Discrete Appl. Math. 9 (1984) 157{170) as a generalization of
interval graphs. Several variations of bounded tolerance graphs have been studied, including
bounded bitolerance graphs. In this paper, we introduce directed versions of the classes of
tolerance graphs. We characterize the class of bounded bitolerance digraphs in terms of interval
orders. In addition, we characterize those bounded bitolerance digraphs which arise when linear
orders or weak orders are used in place of interval orders. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
1. Introduction and denitions
A simple graph G is an interval graph if each vertex x2V (G) can be represented
by a real interval I(x) so that xy2E(G) if and only if I(x) \ I(y) 6= ;. If I(x) is the
interval [a; b] we write jI(x)j to mean the length b− a.
Interval graphs have elegant characterizations and are related to elds as diverse as
scheduling, archeology and genetics (see [4]). In [5], Golumbic and Monma propose
the following generalization of an interval graph.
Denition 1. A simple graph G is a bounded tolerance graph if it can be represented as
follows: each vertex x2V (G) is assigned a real interval I(x) and a tolerance tx6jI(x)j
so that xy2E(G) if and only if jI(x) \ I(y)j>minftx; tyg.
The more general family of tolerance graphs, dened by Golumbic and Monma [5],
arises when the restriction tx6jI(x)j is removed; here we consider only the bounded
version.
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Fig. 1. A digraph ~G and a bounded bitolerance representation of it.
Several variations of interval and tolerance graphs have received considerable atten-
tion. Jacobson et al. [6,7] introduced the broad notion of -tolerance graphs in which
the function ‘min’ is replaced by another binary function  (such as ‘sum’ or ‘max’) in
the denition of a tolerance graph. Bogart and Trenk [1] studied the class of bounded
bitolerance graphs which we dene later.
In this paper we introduce directed versions of classes of tolerance graphs, focusing
on the class of bounded bitolerance graphs. In [2] we also consider directed versions
of unit and proper bitolerance graphs. In both, we are motivated by the observation
that when an adjacency occurs between vertices x and y in a tolerance graph, it can be
caused by the size of the intersection of the intervals I(x) and I(y) being larger than
tx, larger than ty, or both. This information is present in any tolerance representation,
so a tolerance representation leads naturally to a directed graph.
A directed graph ~G (abbreviated digraph) is composed of a vertex set V and an
arc set A(~G) of ordered pairs of elements of V . Until Proposition 12, we assume our
digraphs are loopless; in Proposition 12 and beyond we do not make this assumption.
If ~G is a directed graph, the reverse of ~G (denoted ~Gr) is the digraph on the same
vertex set with (x; y)2A(~Gr) if and only if (y; x)2A(~G).
In a digraph ~G, if both (x; y) and (y; x) are arcs of ~G then we write x
y and say
there is a double arc between x and y. If (x; y)2A(~G) and (y; x) 2 A(~G) then we
write x!y and call this arc a single arc. A symmetric digraph is one with no single
arcs. By the underlying graph G of the digraph ~G = (V; A), we mean the graph on V
with xy2E(G) if and only if x 6= y and one of x!y; y! x, or x
y. The example
in Fig. 1 should help to clarify the following denition.
Denition 2. A loopless directed graph ~G is a bounded bitolerance digraph if it can
be represented as follows. Each vertex x2V (~G) is assigned a real interval I(x) =
[le(x); re(x)], a left tolerant point lt(x)2 I(x), and a right tolerant point rt(x)2 I(x). The
left tolerant interval of x is the interval [le(y); lt(y)) and the right tolerant interval
of x is the interval (rt(y); re(y)]. For distinct vertices x and y, we have (x; y)2A(~G)
if and only if the intersection I(x) \ I(y) is not a subset of either tolerant interval
of y.
Such a representation is called a bounded bitolerance representation.
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It is perhaps easier to think about which ordered pairs of distinct vertices are not
arcs of ~G. Given a bounded bitolerance representation of ~G; (x; y) 62A(~G) if and only
if I(x) \ I(y) is a subset of one of the tolerant intervals of y, that is, if and only if
re(x)< lt(y) or le(x)> rt(y).
Note that in the denition of bounded bitolerance digraphs, there is no restriction on
the ordering of the tolerant points lt(x) and rt(x). A bounded bitolerance digraph with
a representation in which lt(x)6rt(x) for each vertex x is called a totally bounded
bitolerance digraph. The class of totally bounded bitolerance digraphs is the same as
the class of interval nest digraphs which are dened and studied in [11]. In [12{
14], Sen et al. study interval digraphs, which are a generalization of interval nest
digraphs. Thus our study of bounded bitolerance digraphs provides an alternate
generalization.
We end this section with some denitions about ordered sets. An ordered set
P=(X;) consists of a set X together with an irreexive, transitive and therefore, anti-
symmetric relation . If xy or y x, we say that elements x and y are comparable;
otherwise, we say they are incomparable and write x ky. An antichain is a set of pair-
wise incomparable elements. Associated with each ordered set P=(X;) is an incom-
parability graph G which has vertex set X and edge set E(G)=fxy: x; y2X and x ky
in Pg and an order digraph ~H which has vertex set X and arc set A(~H) = f(x; y) : x;
y2X and x  y in Pg.
An ordered set P = (X;) is an interval order if there is an assignment of a real
interval I(x) to each element x2X so that xy in P if and only if the interval
I(x) is completely to the left of the interval I(y). Linear orders are interval orders
representable using distinct intervals of length 0 (i.e., points). Weak orders are interval
orders representable using intervals of length 0, not necessarily distinct. Thus all linear
orders are weak orders and all weak orders are interval orders.
When P = (X;) is an ordered set, the dual of P (denoted Pd) is dened to be
the ordered set Pd = (X;d) in which xd y in Pd i y x in P: When P1 = (X;1)
and P2 = (X;2) are ordered sets, the intersection P1 \P2 = (X;) is dened to be the
ordered set for which  = 1 \ 2. The dimension of an ordered set P = (X;) is
the minimum integer t for which P is the intersection of t linear orders.
Denition 3. If P = (X;) is an ordered set, then the less than or incomparable
to digraph ~P of P is the digraph with vertex set X and arc set A( ~P) = f(x; y):
xy or x kyg.
Denition 4. If ~D1 and ~D2 are digraphs on the same vertex set X , then the intersection
~D1\~D2 is the loopless digraph with vertex set X and arc set A(~D1\~D2)=A(~D1)\A(~D2).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove that a digraph
is a bounded bitolerance digraph if and only if it can be written as ~P1 \ ~P2 where P1
and P2 are interval orders. From this we derive that a loopless symmetric digraph is
a bounded bitolerance digraph if and only if the underlying graph is an interval graph
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(Proposition 9). In Section 3 we characterize those directed graphs that arise as ~P1\ ~P2
when P1 and P2 are linear orders or when P1 and P2 are weak orders.
2. Characterization of bounded bitolerance digraphs
A graph is a bounded bitolerance graph if it is the underlying graph of a bounded
bitolerance digraph. The characterization of bounded bitolerance graphs stated in the
following theorem is due to Langley (personal communication). Its proof (written in
terms of ordered sets) is included in [1].
Theorem 5. A graph G with vertex set X is a bounded bitolerance graph if and
only if there exist interval orders P1 = (X;1) and P2 = (X;2) such that G is the
incomparability graph of P1 \ P2.
Langley [8], Ma [9] and Felsner et al. [3] independently have found constructive
polynomial-time algorithms to recognize this class. In Theorem 6 we prove an analogue
to Theorem 5 for bounded bitolerance digraphs.
Theorem 6. A loopless; directed graph ~G is a bounded bitolerance digraph if and
only if there exist interval orders P1 = (V;1) and P2 = (V;2) for which ~P1 \ ~P2 = ~G.
Proof. ()) Consider a bounded bitolerance representation that for each v2V (~G) as-
signs I(v) = [le(v); re(v)] and lt(v); rt(v)2 I(v). Let P1 = (V;1) be the interval or-
der with interval representation f[le(v); rt(v)]: v2V (~G)g; thus x 1 y if and only if
rt(x)< le(y). Let P2 = (V;2) be the dual of the interval order with interval represen-
tation f[lt(v); re(v)]: v2V (~G)g; thus x 2 y if and only if re(y)< lt(x).
By denition, (x; y) 62A( ~P1 \ ~P2) if and only if an event in the rst column of the
display following holds. Similarly, (x; y) 62A(~G) if and only if an event in the last
column of the following display holds. Thus ~G = ~P1 \ ~P2.
y 1 x , rt(y)< le(x) , I(x) \ I(y)(rt(y); re(y)];
y 2 x , re(x)< lt(y) , I(x) \ I(y) [le(y); lt(y)):
((=) Consider interval orders P1 = (V;1) and P2 = (V;2) such that ~G= ~P1\ ~P2. Let
P3=(V;3) be the dual of P2 and note that P3 is also an interval order. Fix an interval
representation fI1(v); v2Vg of P1, and an interval representation fI3(v); v2Vg of P3.
By adding a xed constant to the endpoints of each I3(v), we may assume that I3(x)
is completely to the right of I1(x) for each x2V . For each v2V , let le(v) and rt(v)
be the left and right endpoints of I1(v), and let lt(v) and re(v) be the left and right
endpoints of I3(v). Since le(v)6rt(v)< lt(v)6re(v), this denes a bounded bitolerance
representation of some digraph ~H with vertex set V . We need only show that ~H = ~G.
Note that x 1 y if and only if rt(x)< le(y), and x 2 y if and only if y 3 x which
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occurs if and only if re(y)<lt(x). The proof that ~G = ~P1 \ ~P2 is now verbatim the
proof in the preceding paragraph.
Corollary 7. If ~G is a bounded bitolerance digraph then so is ~Gr .
Proof. If ~G is a bounded bitolerance digraph then by Theorem 6, there exist interval
orders P1 and P2 such that ~G = ~P1 \ ~P2. It is immediate from the denitions that
~Gr =˜Pd1 \˜Pd2 . Because the dual of an interval order is an interval order, Theorem 6
immediately implies that ~Gr is a bounded bitolerance digraph.
We do not see a proof of Corollary 7 that directly transforms the bitolerance repre-
sentation of ~G to a bitolerance representation of ~Gr without following the steps of the
proof of Theorem 6.
While Theorem 6 characterizes the class of bounded bitolerance digraphs, we do not
have an ecient algorithm to recognize this class. In the cases where the underlying
graph is a tree or a cycle, we give forbidden subgraph characterizations in [2] that
immediately lead to ecient recognition algorithms. The case of symmetric digraphs
is handled in Proposition 9.
Proposition 8. Let P1 and P2 be ordered sets. The incomparability graph of P1 \ Pd2
is the underlying graph of ~P1 \ ~P2.
Proof. Let G be the graph underlying ~P1 \ ~P2. From the denitions, we immediately
have
x; y comparable
in P1 \ Pd2
,
(x 1 y & y 2 x)
or
(y 1 x & x 2 y)
, (x; y); (y; x) =2
A( ~P1 \ ~P2) , xy 62E(G):
Proposition 8 suggests the following (exhaustive) algorithm for nding interval orders
P1 and P2 for which ~G= ~P1\ ~P2. If G is the graph underlying ~G then whenever ~G= ~P1\ ~P2
we know that P1 \ Pd2 gives a transitive orientation of Gc. Thus it suces to rst nd
all transitive orientations P of Gc, then for each P, nd all interval orders P1, P2 for
which P = P1 \ Pd2 and nally, check whether ~G = ~P1 \ ~P2 for each pair P1; P2. If no
pair P1; P2 is found for which ~G= ~P1\ ~P2 then ~G is not a bounded bitolerance digraph
by Theorem 6 and Proposition 8.
While we do not know the eciency of this algorithm in general, it can be helpful
in instances where Gc has only a few transitive orientations. (We use this
technique in [2] to characterize those directed trees that are bounded bitolerance
digraphs.)
Since there is a linear-time recognition algorithm for interval graphs, the next result
yields a polynomial-time algorithm for recognition of bounded bitolerance digraphs
which are also symmetric digraphs.
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Proposition 9. A loopless; symmetric digraph is a bounded bitolerance digraph if and
only if its underlying graph is an interval graph.
Proof. When a loopless, symmetric digraph ~G is a bounded bitolerance digraph,
Theorem 6 yields ~G = ~P1 \ ~P2. If x
y in ~G, then x k 1y and x k 2y. If x and y
are nonadjacent in ~G then (x 1 y and y 2 x) or (y 1 x and x 2 y). Since ~G
is symmetric, these are the only cases. Therefore, elements are comparable in P1 if
and only if they are comparable in the opposite way in P2, and we have P2 = Pd1 . By
Proposition 8, the graph G underlying ~P1 \ ˜Pd1 is the incomparability graph of the
interval order P1 and hence is an interval graph.
Conversely, suppose the underlying graph G of a loopless, symmetric digraph ~G
is an interval graph. With P being the interval order corresponding to an interval
representation of G, we have ~G = ~P1 \˜Pd1 .
As pointed out by a referee, Proposition 9 is closely related to the result in [14]
that a symmetric digraph with loops is an interval digraph if and only if its underlying
graph is an interval graph. An argument showing this connection directly will appear
in [15].
3. Restrictions to linear and weak orders
In Theorem 6 we proved that the bounded bitolerance digraphs are those digraphs
expressible as ~P1 \ ~P2, where P1 and P2 are interval orders. In the next two results, we
characterize the subclasses obtained by restricting P1 and P2 to be linear orders or, in
somewhat more generality, weak orders. The rst is a directed version of a theorem
by Pnueli et al. [10] and indeed the proof is essentially the same.
Theorem 10. Let ~G be a loopless digraph and denote its underlying graph by G.
There exist linear orders L1 and L2 with ~G= ~L1\ ~L2 if and only if (i) ~G is transitive;
and (ii) Gc is transitively orientable.
Proof. Since linear orders have no incomparable pairs, ~G = ~L1 \ ~L2 for linear orders
L1 and L2, if and only if ~G is the comparability digraph of a two-dimensional partial
order. By the well-known result of Dushnik and Miller [4, Theorem 5:38], this holds
if and only if ~G is transitive and Gc is transitively orientable.
Corollary 11. Let ~G be a bounded bitolerance digraph with underlying graph G. Then
there exist linear orders L1 and L2 with ~G= ~L1 \ ~L2 if and only if ~G is transitive and
has no double arcs.
Proof. The fact that Gc is transitively orientable follows from combining Theorem 6
with Proposition 8.
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The proof of the next proposition is straightforward (and the equivalence of (1) and
(2) is well known).
Proposition 12. The following are equivalent statements about an order W = (V;):
1. W is a weak order.
2. The incomparability relation of W is transitive.
3. The digraph ~W with a loop added to each vertex is transitive.
Theorem 13. For any digraph ~G with underlying graph G; there exist weak orders
W1 and W2 with ~G = ~W 1 \ ~W 2 if and only if (i) The digraph ~G with a loop added
at each vertex is transitive and (ii) Gc is transitively orientable.
Proof. ()) Write ~G= ~W 1\ ~W 2 where W1=(V;1) and W2=(V;2) are weak orders.
Since weak orders are interval orders, we know that ~G is a bounded bitolerance digraph
by Theorem 6. Thus by Proposition 8, Gc is transitively orientable, proving (ii).
By Proposition 12, the digraphs ~W 1 and ~W 2 with a loop added at each vertex are
transitive. But the intersection of transitive relations is transitive, thus proving (i).
((=) Now assume the digraph ~G with a loop added at each vertex is transitive,
and Gc is transitively orientable. Note that if x; y, and z are distinct vertices of ~G, for
which x 
 y and y 
 z, then x 
 z by transitivity, so the relation \x is related to y
if and only if x = y or x 
 y" is an equivalence relation. Choose one element from
each equivalence class and let ~H be the subgraph of ~G induced by these vertices.
By construction, the digraph ~H has no double arcs and is an induced subgraph of
the digraph ~G, thus ~H is transitive. Similarly, H c is an induced subgraph of Gc, so
H c is transitively orientable. Thus we apply Theorem 10 to write ~H = ~L1 \ ~L2 where
L1 and L2 are linear orders. We construct weak orders W1 = (V;1) and W2 = (V;2)
from L1 and L2 by replacing each vertex x of Li with the antichain whose elements are
the vertices of the equivalence class containing x. We order the elements of Wi from
two dierent equivalence classes as the representatives of those classes are ordered
in Li. By Proposition 12, Wi is a weak order, for i = 1; 2 because if x k i z and y k i z
then x; y, and z are in the same equivalence class and hence x k i y.
It is straightforward to show that ~G = ~W 1 \ ~W 2.
Corollary 14. Let ~G be a bounded bitolerance digraph with underlying graph G. Then
there exist weak orders W1 and W2 with ~G = ~W 1 \ ~W 2 if and only if the digraph ~G
with a loop added at each vertex is transitive.
Since linear orders are weak orders, Theorem 13 describes a broader class of di-
graphs than Theorem 10. This conclusion can also be reached by comparing the rst
characterizing condition in each theorem. The addition of loops to a digraph cannot
destroy transitivity and indeed such additions have no eect on transitivity if the origi-
nal digraph has only single arcs. Thus condition (i) of Theorem 10 could be rephrased
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as ‘~G has no double arcs and the digraph ~G with a loop added at each vertex is
transitive’, which is clearly more restrictive than condition (i) of Theorem 13.
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